
company; she’s done commer-
cials for Subway; Showcase
Honda, a Phoenix car dealer-
ship; and she’s just done a
movie that’s supposed to be
released on the Lifetime cable
network in which she plays the
main character.

Miss May is Cristina, wearing
jeans, a spaghetti-strapped, low-
cut blue top, and a Turkish dou-
ble shotgun – perhaps the ulti-
mate fashion accessory?

Miss June is again Cathy (you
can never have too much Cathy),
in a brown dress – the descrip-

tion of which doesn’t even begin to do it justice –
and kind of defining “hourglass figure.”

Miss July is Nichole, a beautiful blond, though
in this shot with her hair pulled back it looks dark-
er; she has classic features that remind Mark of Lau-
ren Bacall. Nichole is not a professional model,
amazingly enough. Mike Dillon met her at a local
deli. He gave her his card and asked her to come in
for a photo shoot. She did, and so far she’s been on
one Blue Press cover and in both 2007 calendars
(Dillon Precision and Dillon Aero). This is the
image Mark describes as “the best shot ever taken
of a four-inch Colt Python.”

Miss August is Kerryn. This picture, Mark says, is
as much about her attitude as her beauty. She’s got
her head cocked, she’s looking at you out of the
corner of her eye, she’s got a Kahr .45 stuffed in her
front pants pocket, the entire pose just screams
“attitude” – and that’s why it’s in the calendar.

Miss September is, you guessed it, Cathy. This
is a closer crop of the photo on the calendar
cover. Focus on this shot appears a little soft;
that’s because Cathy was actually moving as it
was taken. Mike Smith used to be a photographer
for the Arizona Republic, the state’s largest news-
paper. That’s where he learned how to photograph
women (fashion shots for their style section) and
one of his tricks was to take photos of women
walking; it makes the clothing move so it looks
fuller and more interesting, especially a frilly
dress like this one. Cathy was walking back in
forth in front of a black background, the focus
was on her face so everything else is slightly soft,
but the overall shot was so great, she looked so
good peeking out from behind that Veronica Lake
lock of hair, that the Blue Press crew fell in love
with her all over again.

Miss October is Jennifer, a long time Dillon
favorite. This is the woman Mark calls “the ulti-
mate blond girl next door.” Jennifer was, actual-
ly, originally from a small town in Iowa. She
kind of typifies the wholesome, All-American
girl look – and has the warm, small town person-
ality to go with it. The Blue Press has been
shooting Jennifer since 1997. She’s appeared on
Blue Press covers for the past ten years – and
still looks damn good doing it.

Miss November is Kerryn, who, just to tell you
something else interesting about her, is currently
going to school and wants to be an attorney. She
probably won’t need that tiger-striped FAL to get
anyone’s attention in the courtroom.

We end with Miss December (who’da thunk it),
Cathy one final time. Ooh, nice shot. The dress is
this short, V-neck, sprayed-on, red-and-white num-
ber with a sash belt. This is Cathy’s opportunity to
show us that her legs look quite as good as the rest
of her – which she accomplishes just fine, thank
you very much.
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DP

2007 Calendars
DP (Precision) D74-11547 $9.95
DA (Aero) D74-11546 9.95
Set (Both) D74-11548 15.95
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